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--di William IL Draper. Jr.
1144-1974

THE DRAPER WORLD
POPULATION FUND-

-The Draper World Population Fund Was estab-
fished in honor &the late William if.,Drap4r, jr. to
-encourage rind'expandthose activities which promise
the greatest impact in- slowing World population
growth-Coutributions to:the Fund-go
Vale organizations With. which Draper worked: most
closely the- In_ Fed-
eratioit (IPPF) -and-the Population Crisis Committee

- Pt%
The _goal _of the Draper World,Populatimi -Fund' is ,

td-raise more than tea over the next .

Two earlier-Funds established'brDraper
-41m Victor Fund- in-]965, and -the iticioi-Bostront-
Funt.Vin 1916,-together contributed more -than ten,

- dollars, to the 'IPPF: The new Draper. "Fond
advances and gives continuity-to Draper's pioneering
_effort'. It :permits concerned- individuals. corpora-
_tioni-atidlouiidatiOns to:join in- making a;significant
sioattibation to a-- cause-of 'major- international -int,
portanee. Durisigig75,i1A,Million was raised d-by this
means.

-Although in the long-run governments must mobi-
lize the-resources needed-to solve national:popula-
tion problems, IPPF4Itrough its worldwide network
Of member iorganizations represents the vital and
constructive force of the private sector in influencing
how soon and how soundly governments move. In
bbth IPPF and PCC, .1Iunteers and professionals
work together to demonstrate new approaches and to
build public support for the programs that are need-
ed. As William H. -Draper. Jr. often poithed Out,
contributions to such organizations ran "do more
good, dollar for, dollar, than any similar amount
employed in any other way."

Mrs. Angier Biddle Duke

/4./../ /
William S.Caud
Co-Chairmen
Draper World Population Fund

The Draper World Population
Fund Report
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"A global inquiry into man's future . . . "

Habitat: The Problems
of Human Settlerivnts

by
Enrique Poaaloim

Secretary General
United Nations Conference on Human Settlements

The Habitat Conference, which follows the United Nation
conferences on the Environment. Population. Food, and
Women focused attention on the quality of life in human settle-
ments and the values and practical policies to be sought.

Two historic developments are converging to-
day to create a world crisis in human settle"

ments: unprecedented population growth and
massive migration from rural to drban areas.

To put the problem of global population growth
in perspective: it took from the beginning of time
to the year 1830 for world population to reach one
billion: it took another hundred years to add the
second billion: just 30 more to add the third bil-
lion: and only 15 more years to reach the 4 billion
that are on the earth today. This phenomenal in-
crease in numbers reflects an explosive increase
in the exponential late of population growth to
the present unprecedented rate of nearly 2 per-
cent for the world. and nearly 2.5 percent for the
developing countries. The United Nations projects

2 that the world population could reach between a
low of 5.8 billion and a high of 6.7 billion by the
end of this century.

Urban population growth is even more explo-
sive. In 1800. the urban population of the world
was around 25 million. or equal to theicombined
population of the two largest cities todayTokyo
and New York. So rapid is the acceleration in
urban numbers that the city population in 2000
could approach today's world population. In
2000. the United Nations estimates two - thirds of
the world's population will be living in urban
areas. compared with less than one-third in 1950.

Ours has been the most revolutionary Century
in human history, one whose premise was to al-

4

Inflate and eves elimisatr hums want. Bust to-
Niay, despite this premier., the majority of the
world's people are se better off than bateau. In-
deed, in absolute smabers, there an mere peo-
ple ill - hound, mobwerished, and illiterate them
ever before. These deprived peoples are Immo-
ugly used is wretchedly overcrowded and pol-
luted cities, which have dglely hen called
"Iikerepell". At the some time, stagnation and
even worse poverty characterizes most rural
areas. causing the massive orb= migration et the
pest decades.

To deal with these critical and urgent problems.
the governments of the world have come together
in Vancouver for Habitat. the United Nations Con-
ference on Human Settlements. in June. 1976.
This Conference was a global inquiry into man's
future. For at issue is the basic fabric of human
relations. the same basic issue upon which a
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series of United Nations conferences have been
held in the past few years on the environment, on
population growth, on fund supply. and on worn-
en's rights. The fact that human settlements and
These other crucial issues are intimately inter-
woven was recognized at each Conference.

Wm. hi V licit;

The ANion Plan for the Human Environment.
agreed to by 1l3 countries participating in the
Environment Conference in Stockholm. called for
the Habitat Conference. and recommended that
"special attention shall he given to population
concerns as _they relate to the environment. and
more particul .71y. to the environment of human
settlements."

The World Population Plan of Action. agreed to
by 136 countriez, represented at the World Popula-
tion Conference in Bucharest. recommended that
the Habitat Conference -take into consideralion
in its program of work the conclusions of the
World Popo Loom Conference especially with re-
gard to the possible effects of increasing popula-
tion on housing and sanitary facilities. human
health factors. the environment and eco-systems."

Resolutions on the world food crisis. agreed to
by 130 governments participating in die lVoi Id
Food Conference in Rome, urged governments
and international and bilateral agencies "to co:
operate in accelerating the planning and imple-
mentation of integrated rural development pro-
grammes and to devote greatly expanded re-
sources to these activities."

The Plan of Action agreed to by 133 countries at.;
the World Conference for International Women's 4
Year in Mexico City, recomthetpiled that 'legisla-
tive and other measures should be taken to guar-
antee that the views and needs of women are
taken into account in the planning and design of
arban.and housing development as well as human
selemenis."

The Habitat Conference focused on these in-
terrelated concerns. for it is in human settlements
where the great majority of our species will
breathe, reproduce, eat, work and find shelter.
The Conference should therefore be seen in the
context of a universal search for a better under-
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standing of the complexities of moderii society.
So we see the theme of human settlements as

an umbrella which covers nearly all human activi-
ties. At the Habitat Conference we were study-
ing settlements of all sizes, in all geographic and
climatic circumstances. in -developing and indus-
trialized societies. in different political and socio-
cultural settings. We were studying examples of
success and failure. problems of resources. the
use of various technologies, and all kinds of ad-
ministrative and institutional structures. We were
looking at the past and present and studying alter-
natives for the future, weighing programs for
national and international.action.

But most of all. I think. we must now consider
two central issues: the need for national human
settlement planning and the role of human settle-
ments in national development strategies. These
also are the issues in *hich planning and political
action most clearly intersect.

Of vast importance in the planning of human
settlements will be the distribution of populations
between rural and urban antis. The proportion of
the population in cities and towns At-depend in
large part on the priority given to plans and pro-
grams designed to promote rural-based develop-
ment and to encourage people to remain in rural
environments.

RItr,11 !

Despite the trend to the cities, the great majori-
ty of kople, especially in the Third World, still
live in rural areas, and therefore -high priority
should he given la thi; improvement of con4tions
there in order to Isssen the pull to the city. An-
other compelling argument for rural development.
as has been recognized at set end' world confer-
ences and most recently in Recommendations to
the Ad floc Committee nf the 7th Special Session
of the General Assenbly is that, "the solution to
world food problems lies primarily in increasi cg

rapidly food production in the developing coun-
tries." The recommendation urges countries to
"give high priority to agricultural and fisheries
development, increase investment accordingly
and adopt policies which give adequate incentives
to agricultural producers."
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Therefore. we must work for an integrated plan
of rural development roads. water contrQ), cred-
it facilities. and rural health facilities. including
family planning and internal and child-care.

We also need much mod4 comprehensive and
innovative planning for both urban agglomera-
tions and siviller cities. consistent with the basic
development needs of each society. We all want
to avoid the planless growth of today's -misero-
polC" whether of the dew eloping or deVeloped ho-
cieties. Foremost in our planning must be human -
istic: considerations. and not continued emphasis
on purely material growth, or. in the case of
det eloping societies. where labor inteusit e det el-
opment is important. indigenous materials Aid
styles should be properly, utilized. Anitthere Mirst.
as pad of this humanistic design for living. be
planning for community. cultural. and private ac-
tivities. .more agreeable clinnectiehs' between
work home and leisure. and concersn 'for the in-
dividual needs of all people, and especially wom-
en. children, and the elderly. -

Furthermore, in a concern with comprehensive
planning fig peoply and of land for the future. we
can avoid the sharp alternatives between urban
agglomerations and rural life. We can create
smaller cities and larger towns whil;11 can better
achieve the values of both urban and country

of smaller and more participatory community
life, and more humanistic and embilunic designs
to promote the quality of life.

comprehensive planning fur Inotian.:set-
dements must take into account at tichamii: popu-
lation sionnionA s indicated in Ihe afi-ernativ
population projeLlions between the high of 6: lwil-

lion and the low of 1.8 billion for the year 2000.
There is no doubt that the number of peogle -in
the world will continue to increase for the rest of
this I ;ffilitir and beyond. This follows from two
facts. 'First. in the developing world. between 40
and 30 percent of the popolatio_p is below 13 years
of age. and -their reproductit e years an still
ahead of them wit!) the result that there is a cim-
linuous momentum of population grow th. And
second. we could, if successful 'let elmimein strat-
egies are adapted. cause infant 'nodality to de-
cline. and increase life expectancy throughout the
des-eloping societies.

Jr
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Therefore, in order to plan for better human
settlements at.d create a" more manageable situa-
tion, it would appear essential for all countries to
implement fully the important principle they all
adopted at the World Population Conference, and
take effective steps to assure that "all couples and
individuals have the basic right to decide freely
and responsibly the number and spacing of their
children and to have the information, education
and- means to do so...(wlach) takes into account
the nt. As of their living and future children and
their responsibility towards the community."

Population. Growth and Distribution Policies

In conclusion. I think it should he evident that
the Habitat Conference will not propose a .uni-
versal Aesign for human settlement planning.
However. most countries will need and are mov-
ing toward more comprehensare concepts of plan-
ning than they have known in the past. We-must
start now. not only to implement policies restrain -
ing population growth. but also to formulaic

foi better population distribution. We must
find was to harmonize the opportunities for
sectoral growth with the needs of regional bal-
ance. We must find -systems of resource develop-
ment and industrialization which sere rather
than use people and which complement the natu-
ral environment. And we must design and build
human settlements offering a quality of life which
enhances rather than burdens human creativity
and hope.

We are now coming to understand and I think
this is almost universal in the developing world
that we need a new development model which
will serve social as well as economic goals and
which is not founded on concepts of production
for proauction's sake alone. Comprehensive land-
use planning'. integrating economic. social and re-
gional aspects and regeneration of the rural areas
can be the conceptual framework for this new
model. Before this can happen, however, there
must be a global educational process: awakening
public awareness of the challenge ahead and stim-
ulating political interest at local, national and
international levels.

Ei

"Improving the qu'ality of our lives
wherever we live..."

United States Concern

Habitat. the 1976 UN Conference on Human
Settlements, already promises to be a good

deal more than just one additional gathering
added to the string that began_ with the 1972 Con-
ference on Environment in Stockholm, continued
with the conferences on Population in Bucharest,
Food in Rome, and the Rights of Women- in Mex-
ico City, and will go on to at least one more on
Water scheduled for Buenos Aires in 1976. If
anything, Habitat shapes up in' the eyes of many
nations as the central focus in this rather exten-
sive array of world forums. because_it deals so
directly with human beings and with human prob-
lems. -

Organizing the wide array of relevant issues
for the Habitat Conference has been a difficult
task. First, existing conditions in urban and rural
areas with respect to shelter, infrastructure, and
services differ so much among [fin nations of the
world. To take one example, in developing na-
tions roads, water lines and other infrastructure
are scarce commodities that are widely sought. In
developed nations they are not only taken for
granted; the decision whether or not to provide



for Human Settlements
In '

Russell Peterson
Chairman. President's

Council on Environmental Quality
Deputy Chairman. US DelegQtion

to the Habitat Conference

The US government stresses the variety of
circumstances and policies , confronting
human settlements in the world today and
calls for a high level of citizen participation
in meeting the 20th century problems of pop-
ulation growth and distribution.

them is an important tool of government in de-
termining the pattern and pace of settlement.

Second. trends in human settlement vary tre-
mendously from nation to nation and among
groups of nations. In many European nations
migration is a minor factor in human settlements:
there cities have adopted gracefully to the eco-
nomics and other implications of a stable popula-
tion. In many of the developing nations. the dy-
namics are quite different. with tremendous
growth in urban areas, serious stagnation in rural
villages. and a wrenching pattern of dislocations
and migrations throughout the lower classes.

The United States provides still another con-
trast. Long a nation of steady urbanization. the
USA has seen a major shift in trends since 1970.
with a higher.growth rate in rural than in miAro-
politan counties. and with some of our largest
metropolitan areas losing population on an over-
all basis. Also unlike the developing countries.
the poor in America are in rural areas and in the
center of our cities. the ring around American
cities is filled not with shanty towns. but-with
subdivisions.

d

The third reason that I labitat provides a major
challenge to our thinking is the difficulty of
agreeing on measures of progress. At Stockholm
it was easy to agree that pollution levels should
be lowered. and that natural areas and wildlife
should be protected everyone could agree on
what direction marked progress. Likewise food
supply. population. and even women's rights are
concepts that array nicely on a continuum that
marks progress. But with many of the issues
under discussion at Habitat. there is no such
agreement on which direction to move in order
to progress. Housing goals can be set and public
investment in infrastructure and services in-
creased. but these alone can only. tell part of the
story and cannot really measure whether settle-
ments are meeting human needs and aspirations.

Six Areas of Concern

The Draft Recommendations for National Ac-
tion are divided into six major areaspolicy,
planning, institutions, shelter/infrastructure/
services, land use, and citizen participation. I

would like to men:ion briefly some of the points
under these categories which the U.S. delegation
considers important.

The first area. policy. is potentially the most
nebulous. Nevertheless. there are a number of
specific points to be made here. We have suggest-
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ed that such a policy should take account of
existing settlements and means to improve them
(in many nations too much effort goes into plan-
ning new 'Cities, not enough into improving con- (A
ditions where people now live). And it should
include a strategy for controlling population
growth through a variety of accepted birth con-
trol methods.

Planning Must Be Practical

In the area of planning, it must be recognized
that this term means a great many different things
to different people. We have urged that the plan-
ning recommendations accent the practical and fo-
cus planning on two important goals-10 protect
important natural_ areas and to protect human
healih and safety. Settlements planning needs to
,recognize both of these important precepts.

Planning leads one to project today's trends into
the future; an exercise that uncovers developing
problems that would be missed by the conven-
tional myopic approach we normally use as we
focus on this year's operating statement or limit
our time horizon to* the short term of an elected
official. Likewise, an individual project in .a hu-
man settlement can be harmless but the cumula-
tive impact of many such projects cambe devastat-
ing. To consider what kind of a habitat we would
like for our grandchildren and how we might help
to build it will call for much more comprehen-
sive planning and a much longer term perspective
than we are used to

In the third area, that of institutions, the U.S.
delegation has not taken a major role. As Amer-
icans we distrust highly centralized power and
prefer a complex of Federal, state, regional, and
local institutions to handle our problems. We
stress the importance of strong citizen participa-
tion in the institutional framework.

The fourth area has been described by some as
the meat and potatoes of the Conference. It deals
with issues of shelter, infrastructure, and serv-
ices. f fere I believe the United States has a great
deal to offer in the way of experience, insights,
and innovations. We emphasize a recognition of
the interdependence of shelter, major infrastruc-
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lure like roads and sewers, and services like
schools and hospitals. The three elements must be
planned together, and have not been too often
in the past.

The fifth area in the Recommendations for
National Action deals with land use. Here, too,
the United States has much to offer in the way of
more., advanced growth management, develop-
ment regulations, and capital budget planning
techniques that can work in countries with market
economies and strong rights related to private
property. At the same time, we must realize, that
there are some legal and land tenure problems in
the developing world with which we have had
little experience. Chief among these is the issue of
legitimitizing the property rights of squatters so
they can be eligible to receive basic infrastructure
and services. This legal problem is critical to the
well-being of millions.

Citizen Participation

The final area, by contrast, is citizen participa-
tion where the U.S. has much experience to offer
other nations. I do not believe there is another
country where citizens are involved so actively
in the decisions of government and major pri-
vate actions. We see this every day at the Coun-
cil on Environmental Quality, where we receive
letters and review agency compliance with Fed-
eral environmental impact statements. This cit-
izen involvement is exemplified by the strong and
detailed set of recommendations for citizen in-
volvement, in the development of national strate-
gies for known settlements which the U.S. Gov-
ernment presented earlier.

Obviously there is a huge difference in the
priorities of the countries that will be attend-
ing the Habitat Conference. While India, Bangla-
desh, Indonesia, the Philippines struggle to
provide their'people with the basic necessities of
life, their current population growth threatens to
almost double their task by the turn of the
century. At the same time here at home we are
spending $18 billion of federal funds alone to
improve our sewage systems and are moving
effectively toward making all our streams and
lakes safe for swimming and fishing., Our birth



rate is now below the replacement level of fertil-
ity; reducing attendance in our elementary
schools. Yet the basic objectives of the individual
human being are' pretty much the same in all
societies. It is this realization' of our "common
humanity that would be good to keep in mind as
we prepare to- consider the problems of human
settlements.

Family Planning Is Gaining Support

A word of ,optimism is merited. In the develop-
ing countries I visited, (from the top leader to the
individual farmers and slum dwellers) -there is
a growing realization of their predicament, of
limitations in the carrying capacity of their land
and of the relationship-of family size to the qual-
ity of life of the individual and of the country.
There is also a strong determination to reduce
birth rates. What's more' it has now been demon-
strated in the worst slums and poorest rural vil-
lages that poor people with no significant im-
provement in their socio-economic status will, on-
a sustained basis; practice family planning given
the means of doing so free or at low cost.

Flue in the USA, as we celebrate the 200th an-
niVersary of our country's birth and of our dedi-
cation to the principle that all humans have cer-
tain inalienable rights such as life, liberty and
the pursuit of happiness, it behooves us to take
time to reflect on the great variation across the
globe in mankind's success in fulfilling ,these
rights. And as we consider the global habitat con-
ference, it is important to remember that it is in
human settlements where the forces are exerted
to further or to }rink the individual's fulfillment
of, these rights.

In short, Habitat is a conference about all
human life and how to improve the quality of that
life from whatever level it is at today. Whether it
is a child in the bustees of Calcutta, the .worker
being moved from his favela in-Rio to a new hous-
ing project on the outskirts, or the middle class
American trying to protect his suburban home
from an endless line of bulldozers, there are
many ways to improve the quality of all our lives
wherever we live, and the Habitat Conference in
Vancouver can help us better understand how.

i 0 9
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One of the first articles on the crisis of
human settlements, this excerpt from The
Eco.aomist, December 6, 1969, stresses the
difference between the growth of cities in

-the'develaped- worldinthelast--cem Tyr
caused primarily by the presence of indus-
trial jobs, and the growth of cities in devel-
oping countries today, caused .primarily by
the explosive growth of population. Barbara
Ward is the author of The Home of Man,
W. W. Norton, New York, 1976, a book which
was commissioned especially for the Habitat
Conference.

Urban growth in the developing world today
is not so much a measure of healthy, inevit-

able processes of modernization as a pathological
acceleration of urban "cell creation" which could
put whole societies into a terminal crisis of social
and economic disintegration.

This possibility is borne out by another set of
comparisons:Urbanization has been taken as a
hallmark of successful modernization largely be-
capse of the pattern of development suggested by
nineteenth century experience. Throughout most
of the developed world, cities grew in response to
the new forces of industrialism. For the first time
in human history, the bulk of man's work was re-
moved from the fields and taken into the lofts and
workshops of early manufacturing. As the factory
system grew and railways grew in its wake, large
concentrations,of people and services for produc-
tion and distribution proved economically irre-
sistible. They provided ever larger economies of
-gcale, ever wider varieties of employment,and,
as the whole society became more sophisticated,
a far greater range of tertiary services. It was in
this way ,that cities came to be seen as the essen-
tial and successful creators and transmission-belts
of the new technological system.

There is, however, no doubt about which came
firstnot the large cities but the stimulus to in-
dustrialization and all its attendant employment-
giving needs. In nineteenth century Europe, for
instance, as various countries crossed the thresh-
old of industrialization, the proportion of the

10

"Too many people, too few jobs . . . "

1

The Cities That Came
by

Barbara Ward
Author

President International Institute for
Environment and Development

population living in cities of over 20,000 was in-
variably smaller than the proportion of the wortc-.
ing force engaged in manufacturing. In France in
1856 the percentages were 10.7 percent in the .

urban areas, 29 percent working in industry; for
Sweden in 1890 10.8 percent and 22 percent; for
Austria in the same year .12-percent and 30.per-
cent. Switzerland, with its remarkable system of
decentralization and cantonal development, pro-
duced an even sharper contrast. In 1888, 45 per-
cent of its labour force were already in manufac-
turing. Only just over 13 percent of its people
were tow, dwellers.

Jobs Lag BehindUrbanization
Today in the 'developing world the position is

almost exactly reversed. In country after country,
the percentage of the population in towns is con-
siderably higher thw the percentage of men
working in industry.n Tunisia in 1956, 17.5 per-
cent of the people were in cities, only 6.8 percent
of the labour force in industry. In Brazil in 1960
the proportions were 28.1 and 9.5; in Venezuela
in 1961 a fantastic contrast of 47.2 and 8.8 percent.
Malaya and Korea, both in 1957, had more than 20
percent in towns, just under 7 percent in industry.
Of the larger countries only India was more or
less in balance.

These disproportions are not simply of academ-
ic or historical interest. They are desperate warn-
ing signals of the true nature of today's urban
crisis in the developing world. Sincein contrast
to the nineteenth century experience of Europe
and North America, the cities exist, as it were,
ahead of the industrial system, they lack the solid
base of manufacturing jobs which gave cities
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growing a hundred years ago, for all their grime
and misery, of solid base of economiclife...

It is nodoubt macabre to include Victorian
London's mid-century cholera among the "bene-
fits" of early, unplanned development. It is never-
theless true that relatively high mortality during
the period of industrial transformation'kept some
sort of baltnice in the cities between available
work and available workers. It is this balance that
is totally lacking today.

A Population Tidal Wave

The reason does not lie in higher birth rates,. It
simply reflects a sudden, cataclysmic fall in the
death rate. In ;Latin America over the past 50
years mortality has fallen from 28 deaths a thou-
sand to under 15. Its effect, coupled with an un-
changed birth rate of some 40 to 44 births per
thousand, is to increase population each year by 3
percent and more. In the cities, in the small towns,
on the land, the percentage does not vary much.
The labour force to be housed, fed and employed
grocvs by over 2 per cent a year. And since, all
around the developing world, the exodus from the
land is accelerating by at least 5 per cent a year,
the likelihood for the 1970s is an even sharper rise
in the number of families for whom urban work

..44ind urban services must be provided. A tidal
wave, a Hurricane -Camille of country people,
threatens to overwhelm the already crowded,
bursting cities. It is not so much immigration, as
inundation...

The truth is that in the modern technological or-
der the tendency has been to think of urbaniza-
tion as derivative; as something that follows in the
wake of Modernization, serving the new needs of

production and distribution, .sucking up labour
and talent, creating opportunit1 by proximity and
acting as a transmission beltqhm old to new...

Forces out of Balance

'BM the developing 'continents in the late
twentieth century the transmission ,belt is not
working, or rather it is working erratically and
dangerously. It is pouring the new migrant multi-

,' tudes not into a potentially viable urban order but
into an urban wilderness where opportunities
grow less as the millions pile on top of one an-
other and the farms do not feed them or the in-
dustries employ them.

Nor is there much' evidence of any automatic
.,corrective to today's broken rhythms of urban
cha nge. So long as the cities are regarded as:a by-
product of the total action of economic and social
forces of a society and so long as these forces are
essentially out of balancetoo many people, too
few jobs, too little, capital, too much unskilled f
labour, stagnant farming, high cost industry, small
markets, big technologiesthe cities are bound to
become-the areas where all the contradictions
meet, clash and finally explode.
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The Exploding Cities
by

Peter Wilsher
Editor. The Sunday Times nosiness News .

and
Rosemary Righter

Journalist, The Sunday Times

This article highlights some of the points made in the au-
thors' book of the same title published by Andre Deutsch
Limited in 1975. In the developing world, population pressures
are driving people into the cities. Today only the realistic
approach of helping people to help themselves offers any
promise of improving life for most of the new city-dwellers.

y the year 2000. on the most conservative pre-
dictions, one in every five of the world's pop-

ulation will be living in cities of more than 2.5 mil-
lion people. The total number of city dwellers will
almost certainly have trebled and there will be at
least 17 urban agglomerations larger than New
York is today.

If the rush to the cities and the uprush in their
"population continues at anything like the present
rate, there could well be one if not two giant super
metropolises of more than ten million inhabitants.
The chances are that when this happens it will be
somewhere in the third world like Jakarta or Mex-
ico City where per capita civic budgets are still
under S10 a head each year,

Metropolitan growth in the West was a product
of industrialization and rarely outpaced the slow
increase of 19th and early 20th century prosperity.
The explosion already being experienced in the
cities of Asia. Africa and Latin America has little
to do with the advance of modern technology. The
Central factor is population and Ii pressure on the
land. Over 83 percent of the gable acreage in
Asia is already cultivated, leavipg 'Wile roomlqr
the doubling of rural families expected to taii4
place in the next quarter century.

Within our lifetime the developing world will
have to feed, support and accommodate an extra
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1,383 million mouths on land which often can
barely sustain a starvation economy today. The
statistical millstones of massive natural increase
and the inevitable migration of the ill-nourished
from the hungry hinterland will shape the face of
the world's great cities.

What kind of cities are these where 50 million
new inhabitants each year are struggling to find a
toehold to live and a job to keep them alive? For
the vast majority of their inhabita4 anywhere
from half to four fifths of them, tfi'ey will be
shanty towns. World Bank surveys give some idea
of what this means: "Piped water reaches the
dwelling lots of only about a quarter of the urban
population; the situation for sewerage is worse.
Roads and public transport are increasingly inad-
equate, and a doubling of slum and shanty town
population within the next four to six yearss now
in prospect." Conditions must almost certainly
worsen before they improve even if the most en-
lightened and imaginative policies are put into ef-
fect at once.

Nonetheless there is hope and the source of that
hope is the ambition of the slum dwellers them-
selves. They come to the cities becausefor all
the nightmareconditions are better'lhan those
in the countryside. The filth of Calcutta, incred-
ibly. generates less disease than the villa s of



the rural hinterland. In the cities there are more
schools, more doctors. more telfare services.
however inadequate, and more hope that the
lucky few will claw their way upwards to better
things. The dearest wish of the man who throws
up a cardboard shack on the outskirts of Lima is
that his children will have a shack of corrugated.
iron; for the great majority, revolution, red or any
other kind, is the last thing in their thoughts.
The burning issue is whether their energies can
be harnessed extensively and effectively enough
to solve their own problems.

Modern Technolo* No Solution

What has gone wrong to a large extent is that
third world governments cannot or will not allow
this process to take its natural course modelling
themselves on the West. Instead they have sought
"modern" twentieth century. high technology and

A

cost-effective solutions which are quite out of
scale with the resources they deploy and the prob-
lems they really face_ When London and Detroit
cannot cope with their own growing difficulties
aging equipment, falling revenues, shifting popu-
lations and deteriorating servicesattempts by
the planners of poorer nations to ape their public
housing projecti, their freeway systems, their job
creation programmes and their education stand-
ards represent only tragic waste. For every bene-
ficiary of their expensive high-rise apartment
blocks or their six lane prestige highways mil-
lions are condemned to dangerous squalor, over-
loaded buses, and the mud tracks of the spreading
outer slums.

It is not enough, however, to iming hands over
the size of the difficulties and relapse into the on-
ly too frequent sanctuary of civic corruption and
feeble attempts to push the migrants and the im-

4
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poverished out of sight_ The very rapidity of the
growth of the "cities that came too soon" must be
made to generate its own opportunities. In coun-
try after country it is being painfully discovered
that when you just cannot afford the luxury hotel
or the computerized traffic system you have set
your heart on you can still do a great deal with
mud bricks and a simple string of red and green
warning.lights.

The philosophy of "second best" now has the of-
ficial blessing of many big international aid and
finance organizations like the World Bank and the
International Labour Office. After two decades or
more of grandiose projects the emphasis has now
switched to encouraging self-help. Shantytowns
are no longer to be swept away as unacceptable
eyesores often long before an alternative is
available - but improved where they stand.
Through "site-and-service" schemes. now under
way in a dozen varied situations around the
world. people are being encouraged to meet their
own housing and sanitation needs with only basic
help in the form of land. fresh water supplies and
possibly cheap locally produced tools and materi-
als. The emphasis has switched from "low-cost
housing" which frequently was beyond !flexors-
es of an but the middle rich to land use 'klan-
ning. Governments are gradually being persuaded
that a cheap. if not always wholly reliable. elec-
tricity supply for the masses is often better for
their needs than a hyper-modern system suitable
for lighting and energizing I,os Angeles or Paris.

Jobs Are Crucial

liousing, health and food, though. are only part
of the problem,The crucial shortage in most of the
world's newer cities is jobs and, despite desperate
attempts to extend the formal manufacturing and
sector. the situation almost everywhere is getting
worse rather than better. Although average city
incomes are anywhere from double to fourteen
times those prevailing in the surrounding country-
side. structural unemployment even by the most
cautious official figures and the tightest possible
definitions often runs up- towards thirty percent.
In some particular strata, notably the more edu-
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Gated. matters are even more deplorable. Ninety-
four percent of Sr: Lanka teenagers with the
equivalent of an American high school education
were still out of work a year after leaving school
at the beginning of the 1970s. Many had to wait for
five or six years before being absorbed into the
labour market at anything like the level represent-
ed by their qualifications.

With cutthroat competition for the few proper
jobs going. the vast majority scratch a living from
the tiny scale "bazaar economy"catering, basic
transport, portering. stallkeeping, and the vast
proliferation and specialization of personal serv-
ices. This "tertiary sector" has in many countries
shown an extraordinary capacity to absorb labour
and generate a minimal livelihood. But it is in
danger of being swamped not only by sheer num-
bers but also by the indifference and often active.
hostility of governments who find it untidy. diffi-
cult to police, impossible to tax and so they claim
"of doubtful economic utility." So far unfortunate-
ly they have found little to put in its place -even
in the booming city-states like Hong Kong and
Singapore where both size and relative prosperity
are in their favor.

International research suggests that the best
hope for economic takeoff in these countries is
not the development of a formal industrial sec-
tor but the mobilization of their best asset - their
increasing labor forte- in small scale, low capital.
semiprocessing construction and marketing ac-
tivities. The lesson often painfully learned is that
pulling people into the cash economy at however
humble a level is still the best way of helping
them to build their own growth springboard; and
only in that way will the new cities ever be able
to generate the revenues needed for their own
development and basic infrastructure schemes.

The crucial trick remains the judgment of where
official help will make most impact and least un-
necessary disruption: and how to get the most out
of the citizens' own instincts for self-preservation
without allowing them to tip over into anarchy.
On getting the balance right in a thousand Affer-
ent instances depends the difference between a
world filled with "cities of hope" and a hell on
earth scattered with "cities of despair."
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"Unintended settlements have
expanded staggeringly "

Growing Pains in Lagos
by

Rasheed Gbadamosi
Formerly. Commissioner for Economic Development

Lagos State
Lagos. Nigeria

The city of Lagos. though bone fitting from oil revenues, is su 1-
faring from growing pains. Transport, sewers, housing. and local
government cannot keep up with the needs of inhabitants since
the Lagos population increases by about 10 percent annually.

With frantic efforts. the La) of Lagos is strug-
gling to keep pace with the challenge of the

second half of the 20th century.
A visitor to metropolitan Lagos can observe the

land reclamation work on the waterfront. the pil-
ing and foundation works for a maze of fllovers,
the exca%ations and idling of cables and the over-
whelming presence of foreign consultants, engi-
neers. survel ors. and builders sweating under the
tropical sun to produce order out of the chaotic
and planless situation of the cit.

Because of the oil boom, the construction as-
pects of what Lagos requires to make it a throb-
bing metropolis in terms of structural facilities,
are well undergo }. But. paradoxicall}. it is the
ver} windfall from petroleum exports that has
stretched the infrastructures of the cit} to their
breaking point. For example' the Lagos harbour
has witnessed almost a quadrupling of cargo
caused li, the foreign capital and consumer goods-
oriented Nigerian econom. So hastil) are these
imports consumed that the Lagos port complex is
bad4 congested. Boats wait on the average of
about two months before the are berthed and
their cargo discharged. Big trucks thunder through
the narrow, colonial roads and deteriorate so fast

that the owners pra} for the earkr completion of
massive intercity highway projects now under-
way.

Sewage Problems
The open drains are overflowing as ever. It is

estimated that the cost of constructing an under-
ground sewer system for Lagos, the nation's capi-
tal and the centre of commerce. escalated at the
rate of 5 percent per annum between 1925 and
1970 but, now. with the world-wide inflation of the
last few years, the revised estimate defies easy
computation.
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In the case of stormwater drainage for this city
in the tropical rainfall belt. a study has been gath-
ering dust for the last five years. That it would
cost to embark on the project no is anybody's
guess.

A comprehensive urban transportation system
is yet to be executed. The United Nations is in-
voked in identify ing the needs here. There is talk
of a combinations* water transport. road trans-
port and. alihough the most logical but little talked
about. some kind of mono-underground or over-

..

land rail system.
Among the myriad of problems that beset urban

Lagos. it is the relationship of the Lagos man to
his env ironment that demands the utmost reflec-
tion.

111 fit tits, fit Rdle

It is estimated that the rate of population growth
in the area that is caused by migration is about 10
percent per annum. Coupled with an estimated
annual birth rate of 2.5 percent, the influx of peo-
ple into the already overcrowded city has taxed
all social services to their limits and given rise to
an upsurge in beggary and vagrancy but, thank-
fully, not a disproportionate increase in serious
crimes.

In terms of space, the unplanned. unintended
settlements on the outskirts of the city have ex-
panded staggeringly. 'the remarkable fact about
the squatter districts is that many of the houses
therein are far from being shanty dwellings. In
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fact, an arm of officialdom, the Electricity Cor-
poration. quietly -concedes legitimacy to these
areas bY providing electricity lines inside the set
tlement. This is. in a way. only a matter of com-
mercial consideration, since the government al-
ways reserves the right to bring in the bulldozers.
A ready alibi would be that the buildings have not
ab initio received the authorities' approval.

In these areas, the roads are haphazard and
seldom tarred. Since the local authorities are over-
burdened. the usual municipal services are denied
to the residents of the unintended settlements.

The rural-urban drifters find a sure haven in
these_ unplanned sub-towns. They flock to the city
in search of employment opportunities.The scales
fall from their eyes sooner rather than later when
the distant relation from the rural area days with
whom they had been in correspondence gradually
withdraws his initial hospitality. Thus the typical
migrant soon finds himself left to his own devices.
If he remains, he becomes an additional charge on
the resources of the city administrators in terms
of future housing plans. transportation. environ-
mental health. water and the like.

Multiple Government,.

Yet urban management in Nigeria. espe:ially
the running of affairs in Lagos. has not been satis-
factory. The bane of the city's management is the
undefined relationship. in terms of management
obligations, between the arms of government that
execute a series of interrelated and not so related
projects in the metropolis. One study identified
about seven Agencies whose activities have a bear-
ing on the development of the city. The situation
is exacerbated by the presence of two government
headquarters in Lagos, that is. the Federal govern-
ment and the Lagos State government. Further-
more, while the Lagos City Council looks after the
affairs of the inner metropolitan area at the local
level, there are two other Councils whose areas of
jurisdiction impinge on the metropolis. Overall, it
is the might of the Federal governmCnt that is
most felt by the city through the Nigerian Ports
Authority, the Post and Telegraph, the Electric
Power Authority. the Federal roads projects, and
the Railways. These agencies often appear to
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work at cross purposes. it is. for instance. a-com-
mon occurrence to see a fine. newly, constructed
road being dug up by the telephone men on the
excuse that a cable fault has just occurred. Elec-
tric. power cuts are frequently associated with civil
works piling and construction.

The services that impinge oji the quality of life
in the city are in the provincf the City Council.
although this Council is the weakest agency of all.
It is always short of funds. The state government
bails it out` often. But its capital (1st obligations
cannot be met when recurrent expenditures are
not provided for. I, hen. on occasions, grants are
given to it to purchase. say. a refuse-compacting
vehicle. the grants are limited to the cost of the
van and exclude the costs operation and spare
parts. Thus the vehicle runs for half the year and
then is grounded. Xleanwhile. the refuse piles up.

Recently,. the two governments inhabiting Lagos
are waking up to their responsibilities. They have.
for better or worse, been relieving the City Coun-
cil of certain Onerous responsibilities. A separate
ageney is running an urban transport service; an-
other ode is responsible for housing and estate
development. But this has not put an end to the
under-performance at the local level. Perhaps a
new financial arrangement Will one day surface
and this will be of some help.

:1 joint Metropolitan Planning Board is in the
works. It would be an omnibus organization where
some co-ordination of the city's development
could at least be discussed. If oil revenues con-
tinue. work should commence on the sewers and
by the time the ring road networks art; completed.
there may be an ease of traffic jams.

It is also expected that a shift of population con-
centration will occur because a planned "new
town" will be completed soon. One hopes the
settlement will In: fur all kind:, of people and not
only for the movement of the middle class to the
suburbs.

These then are the problems and prospects in
Lagos as this city contiaues to grow at an unprece-
dented rate.
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V

TRENDS
AND
ALTERNATWES
IN
POPULATION
GROWTH
AND
URBANIZATION
1970-2000

Note

The graphs above display world population anq urban popula-
tion in 1970 and project the growth of total and urban population
in the year 2000 under two different assumptions: (a) if fertility
remains- unchanged at the 1970 level; or (b) if a two-child family
level is reached in gradual stages by 2000.

The gaph on the right in each group depicts the difference
in total population and urban_ population if assumption (b), the
Iwo-child family by 2000, is achieved rather than assumption (a),
fertility unchanged. In other words, if the two-child family is
achieved by the year 2000'0111er° will be 38 million fewer people in
the developed countries, 229 million fewer in Africa, 909 million
fewer in Asia, and 198 million fewer in Latin America. Urban
populations will also be lower, as shown.

The population of the develoPed countries as calculated here
includes the USA, Canada, the USSR; Japan and Oceania.

Source: United Nations Population Division. Projections by the University
of Chimgo's Community Family Study Center.
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Sound urban development enhances
man's potential

The Role of Cities in Development
- by

Robert S. McNamara
President. World Bank Group

To enable the rapidly growing cities of the developing world
to provide their inhabitants -with a more productive life, realis-
tic strategies of self-help will be necessary. Jobs in the in-
formal sector. that is. labor intensive, low capital industries
should be expanded. Capital should be more available at
lower interest rates: excessive regulations Should be elimi-
noted; and manu facture for export encouraged. Public serv-

. ices, including minimal water and sewage facilities, health,
family planning, education, transport, and housing should be
designed for the poor majority rather than the affluent elite
since the urban-problem in developing countries today is pri-
marily a problem of poverty. This article is excerpted from
the Address io the Board of Governors, World Bank Group,
Septembeil. 1975.

tiles are. of Lour:x.rnan:, things. but essential -
ly they are an instrument for providing their

inhabitants- all their habitants- with a more pro-
ductive life. They are not primarily collections of
elaborate__,.uchitecture. or of city planners' theo-
ries perlietuated in stone. Even less should they
be thought of as sanctuaries of the privileged,
who wish to put a decent distance between them-
selves and the masses of the rural poor.

Urban poverty can be cured nowhere in the
world unless cities are thought of as absorptive
mechanisms for promoting productive employ-
ment for all those who need and seek it. In the
past 25 years in the developing countries some
200 to 300 million individuals have benefited at
least marginally by migration, and since even at

- their unacceptablVow levels of income they have
been more productively employed in the cities
than they would have been had they remained in
the rural- areas, the national economy itself has
benefited.
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This is not to make a case for wholesale migra-
tion from the rural areas. It is only to recognize
that poverty will persist in the cities until govern-
ments determine to increase their capacity not
simply to Misr a the poor. but to promote their
productivity by providing the employment oppor-
tunities, the infrastructure, and the sery ices neces-
sary for that purpose.

Any realistic strategy must place emphasis on
increasing the earning opportunities of the poor
in the informal sector.

l's; spr,tm-

The employ m'ent problem in urban areas is not
simply "jobs" in the conventional sense lint
rather the level of productivity and earnings.
There is relatively little open unemployment
among the urban poor. Without some kind of a
job, they simply canna' eat. But they are often
prevented from increasing their earnings by a



combination of market forces, institutional ar-
rangements, and public, policies which confer
privileges on the large. well-established firms and
which penalize the informal sector.

Governments must take steps to moderate the
bias in favor of large-scale, capital - intensive pro-
duction and turn their attention more positively
to small .producers. not only in manufacturing but
also in transport. construction. commerce. and
other service sectors.

The informal sector offers the most immediate
opportunities of greater productivity for the
urban poor. It already, of course. provides the
livelihood for the vast majority, and though its
earnings arc considerably less than those in the
formal sector, its flexibility and ease of entry are
an important asset. What is required is that gov-
ernment policy support it; without attempting to
standardize it.

There are a number of ways in which goyern-
rnents can assist the small producer and the self-
employed.

They can. for example, assure access to credit
facilities on reasonable terms. The informal sec-
tor usually has very limited access to government
banking and credit services. It must rely largely
on the urban moneylender, who. like his village
counterpart, is responsive but usurious. What are
needed are improved banking policies_that will
make adequate capital available.

This can be clone through rediscounting com-
mercial bank loans to small-scale enterprises by
central banks; by government guarantees to cover
additional risks in informal-sector loans, and by
new specialized institutions designed specifically
to finance small enterprises. Like the small farm-
er, the urban informal-sector businessman is, usu-
ally starved for credit. He does not need it in
large amounts, nor does he need it at unrealisti-
cally low interest rates. But he needs it without
excessive bureaucratic obstruction, and he needs
it wilLout procedural delay.

Further, governments can promote mutually
beneficial relationships between the informal and
formal sectors by reserving Lind for small enter-
prises in the vicinity of industrial developments.
One effective technique is to establish industrial
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estates which will provide space neither exclu-
sively to large nor to smflir indirsTries.liuT Which
will deliberately situate firms of all sizes in close
proximity, specifically to encourage economic
linkages between them.

Since small enterprises individually have only
very limited purchasing and marketing capacity.
governments can promote cooperative facilities
to lower their costs and increase their efficiency.
At the national, regional and municipal levels,
government agencies, as well as hanks and private
firms, can offer technical assistance to the small
entrepreneur, analogous to the extension services-
for small farmers.

Finally, governments can help the informal sec-
tor to flourish by the removal of onerous and
often outdated licensing and regulatory.controls.

Taken together, the removal of biases favoring
the modern sector, and the special assistance to
the informal sector, can substantially improVe the
earning opportunities of the urban poor in the in-
formal sector.

Jobs in-the Modern Sector

But the strengthening of the informal sector
need not prevent the continued growth of the
larger enterprises. On the contrary, special efforts
must be made in many countries to turn their
manufacturing enterprises away from the relative-
ly small markets associated with import substitu-
tion, and toward the much larger opportunities
flowing from export promotion. Korea, Taiwan,
Mexico and Brazil, which achieved 15 to 20 per-
cent annual growth in their manufactured exports
in the late 1960s and early 1970s, clearly demon-
strated the feasibility of holstering manufacturing
employment with this policy.

Further, the gradual reduction, and the ultimate
elimination, of capital subsidies to the modern
sector..as has been done in Hong Kong add Singa-
pore, can make both production and service ac-
tivities significantly more labor-intensive...

The first element, then, in the strategy to in-
crease the productivity of the urban poor is to re-
move barriers to their earning opportunities. The
second is to provide them with essential public
services at standards they can afford.
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About one-third of the population inmost of the
cities of the developing world lives in slums that
are either wholly without or very inadequately
served by public water, sewerage. transport. edu-
cation, and housing. These conditions have a
seriously detrimental effect on the health, pro-
ductivity'. and incomes of the poor.

Assuring Access to Public Services

The urban poor are frequently denied access to
public services not because _they do not exist. but
because they have been designed or located large-
ly for middle and upper-income city dwellers.
and are simply beyond the reach of the less
privileged,

The whole question of "standards" of urban
services works to the disadvantage of the urban
poor for they are often written with middle-class
or upper-income orientations, and have little rele-
vance to the situation the poor find themselves in.

Standards are important, but they must be for-
mulated to meet realistic, and attainable objec-
tives. If the needs of the poor are to be met within
a reasonable time span, public utilities and social
services will have to be provided at costs which
they catrafford to pay.

The single most important factor in improving
the health environment of the poor is to provide
clean water and adequate sewerage. A commonly
used standard-calls for cities to supply 200 liters
of water per person per day. Many cities in the
developing world simply cannot afford to do that,
which is understandable. What is not understand-
able is that instead of lowering the standard to fit
their resources, some cities pipe 200 liters per per-
son per day to individual houses in the affluent
and middle-class neighhoods, but leave 60 percent
of the population the poor on the, periphery of
the citywithout any piped water at all. The
result frequently is endemic cholera atnong the
poor. because they must depend on unclean
water from other sources;

Often, all that low-income families can afford
are, standpipes, but this form of water supply. to-
gether with technical assistance in improving sani-
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tation_facilities-..can have an immensely beneficial
impact on their health.

Essential health and education services for the
poor are also seriously deficient in most of the
cities of the developing world. Health care, for
example. is frequently confined to modern and
expensive hospitals, when what is needed are
small clinics located in areas of the city where
most health problems begin: in the slums and
squatter settlements. Indeed the whole orienta-
tion of health care should emphasize low-cost
preventive medicine rather than high-cost curative
care. The poor are often ill and their children
often _diebut the causes are almost always dis-
eases that could have been readily prevented by a
more sanitary environment and simple preventive
measures.

Using Community Workers

Inexpensive health delivery systems can be de-
signed around community-based health workers
who can provide the poor with a broad spectrum
of simple and effective services: immunization.
health and nutrition education. and family-plan-
ning advice.

The same principle applies to education. What
is required are small, inexpensive. and informal
basic education units, located in accessible areas.
and designed to serve minimum learning needs of
both children and adults: literacy and elementary
arithmetic, child care, vocational advice. and the
knowledge necessary for responsible civic partici-
pation.

Pluralism in Transport

The poor must also be within reach of employ-
ment possibilities. This means transport facilities
which they can afford. Usually the urban trans-
port available is either too expensive, or does not
serve the areas in which the poor live. It is clear
that most cities would benefit substantially from a
radical reallocation of their transport systems
away from domination by the private automobile.
and in the direction of public transport that can
move large numbers of passengers at low unit
costs.



What is needed is a healthy pluralism in trans-
---prt--buses,pui44).4.,14..u.stuutor -rickshaws. pedi-

cabs, bicycle paths whatever is Lost-effective
and appropriate to the distances involved.

Establishing Realistic. Housing Policies

City governments often congratulate themselves
on their subsidized blocks of low-income us-
ing. and the physical structures are frequently im-
pressive. What is depressing is that the so-called
low-income housing is almost always too expen-
sive for the poor. Surveys indicate that up 10
percent of the poor cannot afford even the cheap-
est housing produced by public agencies.

Slums and squatter settlements are the inevita-
ble result. Authorities typically strongly disap-
prove of them: they are illegal. they are unsight-
ly, and they are unsanitary. But too often cities
have failed to find any solution -short of demoli-
tion to deal with them. The fact is that the up-
grading of existing squatter settlements can be a
low-cost and practical approach to low-income
shelter. Upgrading legalizes the settlement, pro-
vides secure tenure, and supplies minimum infra-
structure: water, roads. storm drainage, security
lighting. and rubbish collection. Education and
other community facilities can generally be added.

One, of Ihe most interesting features of squatter
settlements is lhat though they are inhabited by
the very poor. there is a very strong sense of sav-
ing among the residents. Out of their minuscule
earnings, they save every cent they can. Their
great ambition is to have a better home fur their
families. But the) are prudent men and women.
they are unwilling to invest their sayings in home
improvement unFI they have tenure. That is why
squatter settlementre often so ramshackle.
Once upgraded itcrjg.ts Fin hie legal tenure. the
poor are not only willing to spend cn home im-
provements, but do so with enthusiasm, and re-
markable transformations often take place.

The housing lhat (.(1 n In pro% ided by upgrading
existing slums and squatter settlements is of course
limited. A somewhat more Lost!). but still practi-
cal, alternative is the "sites and services" ap-

proach. It can provide the framework for im-
prov.ed- housing for vast numbers of the poor. par-
ticularly if it is planned with adequate lead time.

The city provides a suitable area of new land,
grades and levels it, and furnishes it with essen-
tial infrastructure: access, roads, drainage, water,
sewerage, and electricity. The land is divided into
small plots and is leased or sold to the poor, who
are supplied with simple house plans. and a low-
cost loan with which to purchase inexpensive
building materials. The actual construction is
made the responsibility of the poor, who build
their houses themselves.

And as communities are more than just housing,
sites and services projects include schools, health
clinics, community halls, day-care centers, and
some provision for creating jobs: land, for exam-
ple. set aside for the establishment of an appro-
priate small-scale industry.

Sites and services projects. then. stimulate self-
help, and make it possible for the poor to house
themselves in a viable, cohesive community with
a minimum of public_ expenditure...

The Problem is Poverty

These, Ihen, are some of the _measures that
governments should ponder as they confront the
growing pressure of urbanization. For the next
decade or two- indeed for as far forward as any-
one can realistically plan -the urban problem
will be a poverty problem.

The urban poor are not simply a statistical in-
conv enience to planners, a disturbing reminder of
what might be possible if the) would somehow
just go away. a continually disappointing factor is
budget allocations because of their chronic in-
ability to pay taxes. That is not what urban pover-
ty is about.

The urban poor are hundreds of millions,of hu-
man beings who live in cities, but do not really
share_the good and productive life of cities. Their
deprivations exclude them.

In the end, Lilies exist as an expression of man's
attempt to achieve his potential.

Il is poverty that pollutes that promise.
It is development's task to restore it.

LI
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Priority for community service, not the individual sick.

Providing Human Settlements
With Community - Based Services

by
Frederick T. Sai, M.D., M.P.H.

Associate Secretary - General
International Planned Parenthood Federation

To provide adequate health. family planning. and other serv-
ices in rapidly growing urban slums and settlements ritians
mobilizing the people of the community to take responsibility.
Sophisticated hospitals are less helpful to poor communities
than outreach services that bring health and family planning
directly to each family. In community -based services, the sup-
plier and the consumer can work together for results that will
benefit most of the population most of the time.

Health care and family pl Inning services for
human settlements shoul I be conceived as

part of overall national health and social services.
which in turn should be fully integrated in overall
national development programs.

So far. many health schemes in settlements
have failed to benefit the majority of the popula-
tion or even those most in need because they have
obeyed what has been called the Inverse care
law", that is, both in quality and intensiveness
most care is available to those who require least
care. In other words, in developing countries
health care has been focused in urban areas,
even though most of the population lives in rural
areas. And even in urban settlements major
hospitals and health facilities are geographically.
socially and economically mc.st accessible to the
richer elements of society, although clearly the
health n&eds of 'he poorer elements are greater.
To produce a socially just health system for any
human settlement, therefore. would require that
the system be:

geographically comprehensive;
demographically comprehensive;
continuous; and
economically efficient.

To produce an efficient family planning pro-
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gram that will meet the needs of human settle-
ments. the same approach is necessary. It is also
true that. in settlements both urban and rural. no
amount of health or family planning care will be
completely successful if the basic environment
has not been adequately considered and, if neces-
ary. improved. Health in a positive sense cannot
be ensured unless there is adequate housing, ade-
quate water supply, and a satisfactory waste dis-
posal system. The same requirements can also
apply to successful family planning (aid child-
rearing.

A Basic Human Right

At the World Population Conference in 1974, 136
governments arrived at a consensus that:

"All couples and individuals have the basic
human right to decide freely and responsi-
bly the number and ospacing of their chil-
dren and to have the information, education
and means to do so ...

This is an essential part of a just and comprehen-
sive health system. For in the long run, if resourc-
es and services are to be made coMmenturate
with numbers, then planning of numbers becomes
a very important individual and community re-
sponsibility.



Nevertheless, implementing this basic human
right and this essential element in development
planning can pose formidable problems for many
communities. Some, for example, have maintained
that family planning services should not be a
single purpose operatio6, but be integrated with
other social services in a communitr. No one can
challenge this, but at the same time-it should be
clear that in places where no welfare services are
now available. people should not also be denied
family planning services. Moreover. family plan-
ning can be made a carrier of other services or
an entry through which the people may be made
aware of their other needs and helped to mobilize

.
their resources to meet them.

Family planning services should be more than
the more distribution of contraceptives. A WHO
study has put forth the following objectives of
family.planning:

to avoid unwanted births;
to regulate the interval between pregnancies:
to control the time at which births occur in
relation to the 'ages of the,parents: and
to determine the number of children in the
family.

In addition to these. family planning should in-
clude sexuality information and education and
counselling guidance for family life, Needless to
say, such services cannot be satisfactorily handled
totally through fixed clinics or relatively scarce
health professionals, Also, the requirement of
prescriptions for the supplying of the technology
or the unavailability of commodities may prevent
these services from reaching people who need
them.

f.,orornonits-13.4crif Program%

To counter these obstacles. new approaches to
family planning are on the way, approaches,
which take account of thereal needs of people liv-
ing in human settlements and the realistic possi-
bilities for reaching these people. New approach-
es to family planning services are appropriately
described as community-based distribution serv-
ices. They include the use iif local bazaars, village

midwives. and many local outlets. In some areas
the village community leaders themselves distrib-
ute contraceptives after requisite training. It is
believed that when the community itself is re-
sponsible for this activity, the people will accept
these new methods moreseadily.

Among successful village-handled family plan-
ning efforts can be mentioned the Colombian dis-
tribution program which uses the women's de-
velopment clubs in the coffee plantations. Each
leader of the women's club who elects to be a
distributor gets a period of training from a family
planning field worker. She then receives stocks of
contraceptives which she'distributes to her clients.
Very accurate records are kept by these village
distributors. The continuation rates in this pro-
gram are about 85 percent for orals. This is very
high indeed. An urban sales program also oper-
ates in Colombia where city shops are used for the
sale of contraceptives.

z
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In Thailand, teachers are trained to .provide
contraceptives in some parts of the country. In
other areas community leaders and village shop-
keepers do the distribution. In all of these cases
there is a clear-cut referral system and a training
and supervision scheme which ensures not only
that. the consumer is completely aware of what is
involved and makes an informed choice. but also
that the supplier has a clear line of referral right
through to the most sophisticated hospital. In most
cases these services have been started purely as
family planning services. but efforts are now
rightly being made to include other health con-
cerns. In Thailand,.in particular. the village sup-
pliers have become points of health surveillance
and help refer sick children and make other re-
ports to the supervising doctors on many issues
related to health.

Decentralization Crucial

All these services should ideally be integrated
and decentralized Into one comprehensive whole.
There should be a 'national policy on health, nu-
trition and population which is a clear statement
of priorities. It should include the role that is to
be played by alrtady established infra-structure.
The implementation of policy should be decen-
tralized and the selection of priorities be made a
local responsibility. The total community should
he involved in all aspects of these services.

China offers one example of a many-tiered re-
. I 7
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ferral systemfrom village right up to sophisti-
cated hospital. with operational activities and im-
plementation worked out at the level of the com-
mune. factory or city block. There is a gradation
from health facility and personnel of the simplest
kind at the periphery to the highly sophisticated.
well manned central hospital. Health education
permeates all activities. The services for family
planning and nutrition are completely integrated
into overall health and community development
activities.

To initiate such policies what is needed is a
clear statement from the top that unless and until
the totality of the population is assured a certain
minimum of health care money, then money, for

rr

in-depth medical care in specialized and sophis-
ticated institutions will be diminished.

Hospitals Serve Small Populations

In most cities, there are hospitals. However.
the people in the urban slums, migrant popula-
tions and ethnic minorities frequently do not feel
themselves to be served by these hospitals. What
is more important, because of money for transport
and fees for services, the poor may not actually
use these hospitals when they need them. It is
necessary, therefore, to treat the peripheral areas
almost like rural communities and help them di-
vide into cells or blocks, each one with its own
peripheral health facility, and a line of referral.



Within these communities, the health leaders
could identify personnel to train for health educa-
tion, for disease surveillance and for primary
level medical care activities. From such village
or community health outposts, referrals can be
made through the usual health posts or health
centre/area hospital and finally to the specialist
hospital.

In many African hospitals today, people are
treated for conditions within the hospital with no
thought as to whether the hospital is the best
place for such treatment. If a hypertensive wom-
an or one with heart failure has to go through dif-
ficult transportation conditions of a big city and
arrive in a hospital exhausted for a cursory ex-
amination, a blood p- ssure check and a few tab-
lets, one might well ask whether this practice of
medicine is not inhumane. In terms of the diseases
being treated and the patient would it not be more
satisfactory if perhaps a school girl next door
were trained to take the blood pressure and re-
port on a group of her "patients" within that
community. so that they could he sent their treat-
ment. Not only would this be more humane ap-
proach to treating chronic diseases. but also it
would help to take an unnecessary load off cen-
tral facilities which, if they are to have any role
at all in the overall health structure of the coun-
try, must emphasize the development of model
organization and methods, research and training.
Similarly, a woman needing another months'
cycle of birth control pills should not have to
spend her time and money travelling to a distant

L.,
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clinic. A more rational approach to health care
delivery in any human settlement starts with the
premise that medical care is best given at the
family, household or community level.

It may sound cruel, but in most LDCs right now.
the closure of their major hospitals would prob-
habil- have no great impact on their health statis-
tics but would release resources needed for more
positive health care. In other words, the major
activities which could make an impact on the
health of the whole population might then be iden-
tified and funded properly.

Ethical Dilemma

An ethical dilemma is posed here for all human
settlements: the dilemma of the individual sick
versus the community sick. Since the "sick" com-
munity may be made well by relatively simple
methods, the priority to health leaders ought to
be clear.

Treatment of the individual sick has dominated
the health scene in many countries for a very long
time. Unfortunately this has come to mean the
glorification of hospitals, sophisticated equipment
and practices and the production of medical work-
ers mostly unsuited to the major needs of their
communities. In LDCs this situation has resulted
in the development of systems of medical care
delivery which may exclude upwards of If per-
cent of the population from any kind of care. This
social discrimination affects most severely chil-
dren, women, the urban poor and the rural areas.

What is being advocated now is a system of
health care which is firmly based on health pro-
motion and protection and disease prevention, in-
cluding a strong component of family planning.
Disease treatment will fit into the scheme mostly
from the point of view of its contribution to spur
fuitire disease prevention and health protection
of the community. A just system can only be
possible if health care itself is seen as an inte-
grated part of programs aimed at total community
improvement. The community then does not dis-
tinguish between supplier and consumer, but
works together for thow: programsin health,
family planning, and other social servicesthat
benefit most of the population most of the time.
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Amongenvironmenlal problems. that of human
settlements is distinguished by its direct rela-

tionship to the population problem and its impli-
cations. Mexico has a population growth rate of
3.5 percent and in the capital this rises to 4.5 per-
cent. In other cities the rate has surpassed le
percent annually.

In Mexico. as in other countries, this phenome-
non creates many socioeconomic problems which
are compounding themselves so rapidly that
merely slowing them down will be extremely dif-
ficult. Population growth inevitably affects the
ways in which humans choose or adapt themselves
to life in settlements. Not in the city nor in a small
village can a person establish a totally satisfac-
tory habitat. He must always submit to certain
limitations in order to attain his wishes - even
paradoxically when he wishes to attain power
itself. Man would like to live in comfort, ease and
privacy. He still must limit himself to whatever he
can get, either directly or even indirectly by lying
up part of his income for years to come.

In order to help solve the housing problem, the
Mexican Government has created finance institu-
tions for housing in every price range, primarily
of the low-cost type accessible to workers, peas-
ants and government workers, including Army
and Navy people. Because of the scope of its ac-
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Mexico Looks at
by

Enrique Sanchez Palomera
General Technical Director.

Technical Council of the
Subsecretariot of Environment

Deportment of Health and Welfare
Mexico

Mexico's rapid rates of population growth
and urbonization have stimuloted new gov-
ernment policies in urban housing, rural
development. and responsible porenthood.
The Habitot Conference provides an occa-
sion to try to restore to humon settlements
the human dimensions that many modern
cities have lost,

livilies, INFONAVIT (National Workers' Housing
Institute) is the most important of these. Using
contributions from workers, it erects houses which
it sells by lottery to be paid in 15 years. Other
agencies use similar systems.

Rural Areas Suffer

The problems of urban settlements affect the
rural areas and vice-versa. One of the most im-
portant mechanisms of interrelationship is the
growing migration of people from the rural areas
toward the cities. This is promoting an unprece-
dented growth in the great centers. as well as an
unacceptable reduction of the number of village
dwellers. These effects are equally important. A
small town needs citizens who can pay taxes in
order to maintain decent public services. When
this fails to happen. the town slowly disintegrates.
speeding up the exodus of its inhabitants for other
places that offer better living conditions. Most of
the newcomers to the cities are families whose in-
come is too low to pay the necessary taxes for
public services.

In order to control this phenomenon as much as
possible, the government of Mexico has imple-
mented a program to promote the creation of in-



the Human Dimension

dustrial parks far from the urban conglomerates
in areas where energy and raw materials are
available. The object of this is to create new set-
tlements which are planned from the start. Hope-
fully. the benefits of these new settlements will
spread to nearby villages by increasing the de-
mand for their agricultural products.

Responsible Parenthood

The government has also established a "re-
sponsible parenthood" program to make parents
more aware of their responsibility to these new
beings in terms of food, education and opportuni-
ties.

Health problems have become critical because
of population and its effect on the distribution
and size of human settlements. The National
Health Program is seeking ways to control dis-
eases resulting from poor sanildr} conditions.
Since water is one of the primer} sources of sani-
tation problems, providing drinking water to all
towns and reducing contamination of water and
food are two of the most important objectives of
the program.

We must root out the causes of the totally un-
desirable megalopolis of modern times. Man is
the only being who has not submitted or adjusted

to the natural limitations imposed by the environ-
ment on all animal communities. One never sees
an ant hill more !Inn 111 or 1S times normal size,
nor gigantic beehives nor large groups of beaver_
Animal populations, like individuals, have limits
to their growth. We have adulterated nature's de-
sign. and instead of using science, technology.
and culture to benefit communities, we have used
them to make communities less attractive for liv-
ing. It is to be hoped that government agencies as
well as scientific and educational institutions will
cooperate to search for solutions which are more
in tune with the natural order from which we
never should haste departed.

The United Nati r:onference on Human Set-
tlements offers us ..3 opportunity. The Mexican
government has been involved in the Habitat Con-
ference from the outset, holding a national pre-
paratory meeting in December. 1974. The organ-
izers have also participated in the Regional Meet-
ing at Caracas and in all the Preparatory Commit-
tee meetings. Many of the representatives meet-
ing in Vancouver possess valuable experience de-
rived from, the meetings in Stockholm and Bucha-
rest. We hope they establish the best methods to
give human settlements the dimension they have
lost: the human dimension.

A
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The US Experience with Population Policy
Urbanization, and Community

Development
by

David 0. Meeker, jr., MM, AIP
Assistant Secretary of the US Department

of Housing and Urban Development
Member. ITS Delegation to Habitat Conference

Washington. D.C.

The United States did not experience rapid urbanization un-
til after World War II when explosive population growth and
mass migration strained the resources of local governments.
While Federal programs attempted to help depressed cities
and burgeoning suburbs, the need for more coherent planning
became apparent in many quarters. Balancing individual rights
with community goals and with the economic resources to ac-
commodate them will be a major future challenge.

Habitat is a look at people, at homes. and at
communities, both as they are and as they

might be. One great hope for the Habitat Confer-
ence is that it will begin a worldwide effort to
raise concern for the individual's quality of life in
his local community.

The urgency of the Habitat Conference derives
from two factors: (1) the current rapid growth of
national populations, particularly in less wealthy
countries who economic capacity to accommo-
date sizeable population growth is severely lim-
ited, and (2) the rapid urbanization of national
populationsfed either by natural increase or
migrations from rural areas, or both and the
problems this poses in providing housing, infra-
structure, and services.

Global Context for National Policy

All countries in today's world, whether rich or
poor, necessarily approach national policies in the
areas of population growth, urbanization, and

...
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community development with full cognizance of
limiting conditions prevailing throughout the
world. These include:

diminished levels of global food reserves,
scarcity and high cost of energy through tra-

ditional means,
shortages of capital and high cost of borrow-
i ng,

environmental concerns,
restricted insiitutiornal capacity for change,
and . dr.

high cost of security in an era of national and
international tensions.

We applaud the Population Crisis Committee
and the Draper World Population Fund Report for
focusing on the impact of rapid population growth
in this worldwide struggle for a higher quality of
life. Both in the United States and abroad, there
are always opportunities for independent organ-
izations to identify and foster discussion of new
issues during that critically important phase be-

-



fore there is sufficient national consensus for of-
ficial government action.

The first 195 years of U.S. history were inti-
mately associated with the growth ethic: more is
better. A high birth rate and unrestricted immigra-
tion contributed 'to population growth in the first
century and a half of the nation's history. More
recently. medical science and improved living
conditions have extended average life expectancy
into the 70s. Today those concerned with popula-
tion growth focus their attention more on the pri-
vate decisions of millions of couples with regard
to whether or not to become parents and how
many children to have.

Pronatalism Fades in US

Whether a conscious decision or an unwanted
result, parenthood is subject to many outside in-
fluences. For most of US history. public influ-
ences on these private decisions have been pro -
natalist encouraging large families and discour-
aging both public discussion and private use of
birth control measures. Yet in the last half cen-
tury four major developments have modified pub-
lic policy. These are:

the successful support by Margaret Sanger
and the feminist movement for the rights of
women to control their fertility.
legal actions and Supreme Court decisions af-
firming the private right of individuals to
practice family planning without undue inter-
ference or restriction by state or Federal laws.

growth of direct governmental programs sup-
porting fertility research and dissemination
of family planning information and supplies
to those in need; and
the emerging consensus as reflected by the
Commission on Population Growth and the
American Future, chaired by John D. Rocke-
feller 3rd which in 1972 concluded:

. . . in the long run, no substantial benefits will
result from further growth of the Nation's popula-
tion, rather . . . the gradual stabilization of our
population would contribute significantly to the
Nation's ability to solve its problems. We have
looked for, and have not found, any convincing
economic argument for continued population

growth. The health of our country does not de-
pend on it. nor does the vitality of business nor
the welfare of the average person... (Transmittal
letter) Each one of the impacts of population
grewth on the economy, resources, the environ-
ment, government, or society at largeindicates
the desirability, in the short run, for a slower rate
of growth. And, when we consider these together,
contemplate the ever-increasing problems in-
volved in the long run, and recognize the long lead
time required to arrest growth, we must conclude
that continued population growthbeyond that to
which we are already committed by the legacy of
the baby boomis definitely not in the interest of
promoting the quality of life in the nation. (Chap--
ter 8)

Thus the traditional pronatalist view has been
modified to reflect both the rights of the individu-
al and the common concerns of the nation today.

Urbanization Came Slowly

The USA historically did not experience the
phenomenon of rapid urbanization from rural-to-
urban migration that is seen throughout the world
today. From 1776, the larger towns in the original
thirteen colonies grew at a rather modest pace as
western migration was facilitated by national ac-
quisition of new lands, Federal support for trans-
continental railroads which opened the new lands,
and Federal legislation on homesteading which
gave parcels of the new lands to farmer-settlers
for development. Not until the mid 19th and early
20th century did American cities begin to grow
more rapidly/ when industrialization aRacted
workers from rural areas and from abroad.

Thus America changed gradually from a rural
agricultural nation to an urban one, with nu-
merous industrial and trading centers, widely ,.

scattered along coastal areas, south of the Great
Lhkes, and on major rivers. Except for selective
interventions such as in transportation and agri-
culture, the processes of population distribution
and urbanization were guided, not by the govern-
ment, but by the economics of the market place.
The system was ill prepared for the cataclysmic
changes which were to strike.
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The twin twentieth century scourgesmassive
rural-to-urban population shifts combined with
rapid population growth did not hit the United
States with full force until after -World War II.
The migratory shifts came first. In addition to the
movement to the cities which began under war
mobilization in the 1940s. almost 10 million Ameri-
can soldiers returning from war sought homes.
jobs. and males; many chose not to return to their
earlier, rural or small town environments. More
importantly, the introduction, of labor saving
methods into agricultureand to a lesser extent.
forestry anti miningdisplaced hundreds of thou-
sands of workers from rural areas. Thet headed
for urban centers, along with many other Ameri-
cans who could not find attractive jobs in smaller
towns. Population shifts were further encouraged
by the armaments race of the 1950s and the space
program of the 1960s, as mammoth Federal Gov-
ernment contracts lured scientists and engineers
to the elite urban engineering centers around the
country. Hundreds of thousands of new college
graduates whose home towns could not provide
suitable employment joined in this movement. To
these flows were added hundreds of thousands of
rural southern blacks and other minority groups
in search of greater opportunity.

The dominant migration was from the rural
areas and small towns to established urban cen-
ters. This shift created congestion, overcrowding
and budgetary pressures for services in the urban
centers which were receiving the migrants.,At the
same time, it often threatened the economic via-
bility of the rural areas and small communities
which were losing the migrants.

P.IptilAt,trt tt, Sail/ .

Simultaneously, a now-familiar pattern of coun-
ter-migration began to take form. Older urban
centers lost a disproportionate share of affluent
child-rearing fanntrg and their commerce to
politically independent suburbs. While demands
for welfare services rose in the center cities, the
need for new infrastructure, education and serv-
ices rose in the suburbs. The resources of state
and local governsirts were strained to the break-
ing point.
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On the back of these almost-revolutionary mi-
gratory shifts came the US postwar baby bdom of
the 1950s and 1960s. The deniand for construction
of houses, schools, hospitals, recreation centers.
libraries and the full range of public services
accelerated. The old pre-World War II system of
public finance, whereby states and localities took
care of their own infrastructure needs and public
services, was no longer adequate. Federal ad hoc
programs and policies were initialed on a massive
scale even though formal political power re-
mained with the state governments.

Federal Concerns for Urbanizatirin

It is noteworthy that, as the United States began
to stagger under the burden of these rural-to-
urban and urban-to-suburban population shifts
and the postwar population explosion, there was
no formal national policy :co guide decisions on
urbanization and no recognized national interest
in guiding rural-urban migration or population
distribution in any way.

Traditionally and officially these were func-
tions handled by the state and local governments
and the economic market place, and the Federal
government seemed willing to accept any result
that these two forces might produce. A major ex-
ception was urban renewal. The Federal govern-
ment became involved when the bipartisan lead-
ership in the Congress concluded that the market
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place would never eliminate slums from the na-
tion's cities and sponsored the Housing Act of
1949. The principal other exceptions were the Fed-
eral Housing Administration's home mortgage in-
surance program and Federal aid to highway con-
struction, both of which eased migration of the
more affluent to the suburbs.

Not until the 1960s was the old system of state
and local finance transformed by the addition of
some thousand new specialized,- categorical Fed-
eral aid programs, usually from the Federal gov-
ernment directly to the local jurisdictions, bypasS-
ing the rurally-oriented state governments. These
categorical programs covered almost every facet
of traditional state and local concern and added a
few dozen more. Without an overall Federal-strat-
egy. each program had its own narrow goals. spe-
cial requirements, and often its own implementing
agencies at the local level.

The transformation was accompanied by. urban
riots in the late 1960s as the Federal government
struggled to adjust. More extensive violence was
probably averted by the presence of two factors.
One was the fact that the new urban migrants
were dispersed through several hundred metro-
politan areas rather tban 'being concentrated in
one or two. This made it possible for the enormous
numbers of migrants to be absorbed more easily
in the cities. Another factor was the availability
of sufficient national resources in the United

s
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States to pay for the costly and internally incon-
sistent potpourri of Federal categorical programs
that met at least part of the urban and suburban
demands and eased the nation past the storm.

Towards a National Policy on Urbanization

To cope with this situation, in its pioneering
report of 1968. the US Advisory Commission on
Intergovernmental Relations, made up of repre-
sentatives of Federal, state and local governments,
recommended "immediate establishment of a na-
tional policy for guiding the location and char-
acter of future urbanization involving Federal,
state and local governments in collaboration with
the private sector of the national economy.-

Shortly thereafter, Congress acknowledged in
the Urban Growth and New Communitie's Devel-
opment Act of 1970 that Federal "programs fre-
quently conflict and result in undesirable and
costly patterns of urban development which ad-
versely affect the environment and wastefully
use our national resources . . . " Congress then
declared that

. the Federal Government, consistent with
thy; responsibilities of State and local gov-
ernmeni and the private sector, must as-
sume responsibility for the development of
a national urban growth policy ...

To that end, a study process has been initiated
which involves Federal,acies, other public of-
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ficials, and nongovernmental organizations, all
under the auspices of a Domestic Council Commit-
tee on Community Development which is chaired
by the Secretary of the Department of Housing
and Urban Development and includes other in-
terested Federal agencies as members.

But now this country and most other countries
are moving into a new eraan era of environ-
mental concerns, of energy constraints, dimin-
ished global food reserves, of almost uncontrolled
global fertility, of inadequate capital resources
for infrastructure and plant expansions, of rising
expectations, and of increasing impatience with

-the established approaches of government.
The US Congress has declared that the Federal

government must assume responsibility for de-
veloping a national urban growth policy. The task
ahead in the USA is to find,practical ways to adapt
the traditional structure of. Federalism to rapidly
changing conditions and to develop community
organizations that are streamlined and make more
modest demands on scarce resources. HUD's Com-
munity Development Bid& Grant program of 1974
represents a begirining of the needed consolida-
tion and simplification: it folds six former cate-
gorical grant programs into a single block grant
administered by general purpose government at
the local level.

As the US approaches the formidable policy
challenge that remains, certain trends and issues
emerge:

the matter of procreation wil l remain a pri-
vate decision. What are the.policy options for
making this decision a More enlightened one,
the result of responsible and deliberate
choice?
US population will probably expand by
about 50 million by the year 2000 through nat-
ural increase and legal immigration. Suitable
additional communities must be created for
this new population in addition to preserving
and restoring- today's inner cities and sub-
urbs. In an era of energy constraints and other
pressures, what should the role of the Federal
government be with regard-to the pitterns of,
urbinization and population diitribution
which are beginning to emerge?
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The American population seems to be turning_
away from extremely large metropolitan are
as in excess of two million inhabitants toward
smaller urban areas and further decentraliza-
tion. Can further diseconomies of scale and
social pathologies associated with very large
cities be avoided? What is the role of the Fed-
eral government and the states in discourag-
ing the creation of oversized metropolitan
areas in order to avoid the problems of down-
ward adjustment' (abandonment) when citi-
zens reject communities of such scale?
Some modest migrations toward lower densi-
ty settlements in exurbia and even remote
rural areas are beginning to emerge. To what
extent can the nation and the states afford to
foster such communities and assume the high-.
er capital costs of infrastructure and the high-
er operating costs of providing essential serv-
ices over greater distances? Who should as-
sume the higher costs?

The American "baby boom" generation of the
1950s and 19fi0s is now reaching the age of
household formation. The kinds of dwelling
units they seek and the nature, location and
sizes of the communities they adopt might
have an irreversible effect on population dis-
tribution in America and on economic effi-,
ciency. How can we anticipate acceptable
configurations and acceptable sizes for the
urban areas of the future? How. can we Muni-
inate the nature of choice and foster new
forms of metropolitan governance that pro-
vide unity and economical delivery of serv-
ices? What can governments and nongovern-
mental organizations do to make equal ,oppor-
tunity an integral part of the daily life of
every citizen?

In all of the above, the size and growth rates of
the national population must be balanced against
the economic resources available to accommodate
them. Other things being the same, the countries
with slower growth rates of population have the
better chancy for increasing their standards of
living. But the determination of proper-urbaniza-
tion policies remains a central challenge.
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